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COURSE DESCRIPTION

An introduction to the history and cultures of Central Asia, including the former Soviet nations and their neighbors. Sources include fiction, non-fiction, and multi-media representations of the region by observers and people from the region. Themes include identity and ethnicity, political organization, religion, gender relations, and transnational connections.

COURSE OUTLINE

UNIT 1: HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

WEEK 1: Geography of a region.
Topics: Major land formations, impact of environment on culture, major culture groups and their movements.

WEEK 2: Prehistory and early history of Central Asia.
Topics: Archaeological record, linguistic bases of identity, military history, early traveler accounts, pre-Islamic religious influences, political organization and major dynasties.

WEEK 3: The Golden Age: From the Arab conquest to the fall of Tashkent.
Topics: The Arab conquest, Islam the religion, forms of Islamic missionizing, impact of Islam on local religious beliefs and practices, the region as a center of Islamic learning and scholarship.

WEEK 4: Russian dominance.
Topics: An encroaching Slavic presence, the Russian conquest, the beginnings of socialism, sedentarization and collectivization, successes and failures of the era.

WEEK 5: The ends of communism and modern leadership.
Topics: The later communist period, independence, struggles of modern leadership.

UNIT 2: ANTHROPOLOGY OF CENTRAL ASIA

WEEK 6: Soviet ethnography.
Topics: Biases and contributions of Soviet ethnography.

WEEK 7: Early western ethnographers of socialism
Topics: Socialism in the western imagination, the importance of Islam.

WEEKS 8-11: (Read a selection of modern ethnographic work on Central Asia.)
Examples: Nazif Shahrani, Laura Adams, Marianne Kamp, Kathleen Kuehnast, etc.
UNIT 3: REPRESENTING CENTRAL ASIA: NATIVE AND OTHERS

WEEK 12: Central Asians artists.
Topics: A consideration of important works of fiction and film, produced by Central Asian authors.

WEEK 13: The modern Central Asian intellectual.
Topics: A consideration of important intellectual currents in the region, from the early twentieth century to the present.

WEEK 14: Central Asia in the west.
Topics: A consideration of the way Central Asia figures in western popular culture, whether as obscure, dangerous, or absurd. We will look at portrayals of the region by journalists, artists, and intellectuals not from the region, considering what assumptions about the region are embodied in their work.

Text to be used:
Edward Allworth. Central Asia: 130 Years of Russian Dominance.